Ready to Use ESL Games and Activities for Busy ESL Teachers

**RACE AROUND THE WORLD BOARD GAME**

This board game is best played in pairs. Each student needs one eraser (or something small). The aim of the game is to move your eraser all the way around the world. One student will move their eraser clockwise around the world, and the other, anti-clockwise.

**HOW TO PLAY:**

1. Place the erasers where it says ‘START’.
2. Play Rock, Scissors, Paper
3. The winner can move their eraser to the next square.
4. Look at the picture in the square and ask and answer the question with your partner.

The winner is the first to move their eraser all the way around the world.
RACE AROUND THE WORLD GAME:

FEELINGS

How are you today? I’m happy.

www.Games4esl.com